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Abstract

Recent developments in sensing and communication technologies have led to an explosion in the use

of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. With the increase in the use of mobile devices, one

has to constantly worry about the security and privacy as the loss of a mobile device could compromise

personal information of the user. To deal with this problem, continuous authentication (also known

as active authentication) systems have been proposed in which users are continuously monitored after

the initial access to the mobile device. In this paper, we provide an overview of different continuous

authentication methods on mobile devices. We discuss the merits and drawbacks of available approaches

and identify promising avenues of research in this rapidly evolving field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods for authenticating users on mobile devices are based on explicit authentication

mechanisms such as passwords, pin numbers or secret patterns. Studies have shown that users often

choose a simple, easily guessed password like “12345”, “abc1234” or even “password” to protect their

data [1], [2]. As a result, hackers could easily break into many accounts just by trying the most commonly

used passwords. Also, when secret patterns are used for gaining initial access on the mobile devices,

users tend to use the same pattern over and over again. As a result, they leave oily residues or smudges

on the screen of the mobile device. It has been shown that with special lighting and high-resolution

photo, one can easily deduce the secret pattern (see Figure 1) [3].

Fig. 1: Smudge attack [3]. Secret pattern can be determined with special lighting and high-resolution

camera.

Furthermore, recent studies have shown that about 34% or more users did not use any form of

authentication mechanism on their devices [4], [5], [6], [7]. In these studies, inconvenience was cited to

be one of the main reasons why users did not use any authentication mechanism on their devices [6],

[7]. In their study, [7] demonstrated that mobile device users considered unlock screens unnecessary in

24% of the situations and they spent up to 9% of time they use their smartphone unlocking the screens.

Furthermore, as long as the mobile phone remains active, typical devices incorporate no mechanisms

to verify that the user originally authenticated is still the user in control of the mobile device. Thus,

unauthorized individuals may improperly obtain access to personal information of the user if a password

is compromised or if the user does not exercise adequate vigilance after initial authentication.

In order to overcome these issues, both biometrics and security research communities have developed

techniques for continuous authentication on mobile devices. These methods essentially make use of

the physiological and behavioral biometrics using built-in sensors and accessories such as gyroscope,
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touchscreen, accelerometer, orientation sensor, and pressure sensor to continuously monitor the user

identity. For instance, physiological biometrics such as face can be captured using the front-facing camera

of a mobile device and can be used to continuously authenticate a mobile device user. On the other hand,

sensors such as gyroscope, touchscreen and accelerometer can be used to measure behavioral biometric

traits such as gait, touch gestures and hand movement transparently. Figure 2 highlights some of the

sensors and accessaries available in a modern mobile device. These sensors are capable of providing raw

data with high precision and accuracy, and are useful to monitor three-dimensional device movement

or positioning, or to monitor changes in the ambient environment near a mobile device. Note that the

terms continuous authentication, active authentication [8], implicit authentication [9], [10], and transparent

authentication [11] have been used interchangeably in the literature.

Fig. 2: Sensors and accessories available in a mobile device. Raw information collected by these sensors

can be used to continuously authenticate a mobile device user.

Our goal in this paper is to survey recent developments in continuous authentication, discuss their

advantages and limitations, and identify areas still open for exploration. Development of feasible and

robust continuous authentication systems for mobile devices is important as we are becoming increasingly

dependent on mobile devices.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews various recent continuous authentication

approaches. Usability and security issues are discussed in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes the

paper with a brief summary and discussion.
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II. CONTINUOUS AUTHENTICATION APPROACHES

Figure 3 shows the basic concept of a biometrics-based mobile device continuous authentication

system [12]. Biometric modalities such as gait, face, keystroke or voice are measured by the sensors

and accessories that are in a mobile device. Then the biometric system will determine whether these

biometric traits correspond to a legitimate user or not. If the features do correspond to the legitimate user

then the biometric system will continue processing the new incoming data. However, if the biometric

system produces a negative response then the system will ask the user to verify his or her identity by

using the traditional explicit authentication methods based on PIN, face or secret pattern. If the user is

able to verify his identity then he will be able to use the mobile device, otherwise the device will be

locked.

Fig. 3: A biometrics-based mobile continuous authentication framework [12].

In a practical continuous authentication system the entire processing happens in real-time. A plethora

of mobile continuous authentication methods have been proposed in the literature. In what follows, we

review a few recent methods based on physiological as well as behavioral biometrics for continuous

authentication.

A. Touch Dynamics

Touch dynamics is one of the most commonly used continuous authentication methods for mobile

devices. In touch dynamics, touchscreen input is used as a data source. In particular, screen touch gestures,

the way users swipe their fingers on the touchscreen of their mobile devices, are used as a behavioral

biometric to continuously authenticate users while they perform basic operations on the smartphone.
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In these methods, a behavioral feature vector is extracted from the recorded screen touch data and a

discriminative classifier is trained on these extracted features for authentication. Figure 4 shows some

swipes performed by eight different users while reading text on an Android device [13]. It is interesting

to see that even for the same task, touch data of different users show significant differences. In addition

to the x and y coordinates of each swipe, information such as finger pressures, the screen areas covered

by each finger and time information can be used to extract useful features.

Fig. 4: Swipes of 8 different users while reading text [13]. Different colors are used to show swipes from

different users.

A swipe or a stroke on the touchscreen is a sequence of touch data when the finger is in touch with

the screen of the mobile device. Every swipe s can be encoded as a sequence of vectors

si = (xi, yi, ti, pi, Ai, O
f
i , O

ph
i ), i = {1, 2, · · · , N}, (1)

where xi, yi are the location points, and ti, pi, Ai, O
f
i , O

ph
i are the time stamp, the pressure on screen,

the area occluded by the finger, the orientation of the finger and the orientation of the phone (landscape

or portrait), respectively. Here, N is the total number of swipes. Based on these measurements, a 30-

dimensional feature vector was proposed in [13] for each swipe. These features are: mid-stroke area

covered, 20%-perc. pairwise velocity, mid-stroke pressure, direction of end-to-end line, stop x, start x,

average direction, start y, average velocity, stop y, stroke duration, direct end-to-end distance, length

of trajectory, 80%-perc. pairwise velocity, median velocity at last 3 pts, 50%-perc. pairwise velocity,
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20%-perc. pairwise acceleration, ratio end-to-end dist and length of trajectory, largest deviation from

end-to-end line, 80%-perc. pairwise acc, mean resultant length, median acceleration at first 5 points, 50%-

perc. dev. from end-to-end line, inter-stroke time, 80%-perc. dev. from end-to-end line, 20%-perc. dev.

from end-to-end line, 50%-perc. pairwise acceleration, phone orientation, mid-stroke finger orientation,

up/down/left/right flag, and change of finger orientation. After feature analysis, 3 of these features were

discarded and the remaining 27 features were evaluated using a kernel support vector machine (SVM)

and k-nearest-neighbors (kNN) classifiers on a dataset consisting of 41 users’ touch gestures. It was

shown that these classifiers can achieve equal error rates (EERs) between 0% and 4%, depending on the

application scenario [13]. Similar features have also been used in [14], [15] and [16] for touch gesture-

based continuous authentication. For classification, nonlinear sparse representation-based classifiers were

used in [16], while ten different classification algorithms were evaluated in [15].

The methods presented in [13], [14], [15], [16] are essentially based on the fact that only a single

finger is in contact with the touchscreen while users are performing basic operations. In practice, many

applications require users to use two or more fingers to perform a particular task such as zooming in and

zooming out by pinching and spreading two fingers. More general multitouch gesture-based continuous

authentication systems have also been proposed in the literature [17], [18]. Similar to single finger

gestures, in [17], x and y coordinates, directions of the finger motion, finger motion speed, pressure

at each sampled touch point and the distance between multitouch points are used to extract multitouch

gesture features. On the other hand, in [18], a second order autoregressive model is used for modeling

multitouch sequences and a mutual information-based metric is used for multitouch gesture recognition.

Different from the touch gesture features discussed above, an image-based feature called Graphic

Touch Gesture Feature (GTGF) was proposed in [19] for modeling touch dynamics. In this approach,

swipe geometry traits are converted to the image space so that the dynamics of swipes can be explicitly

modeled. Furthermore, the pressure dynamics is emphasized by fusing it with the movement dynamics.

This method was later extended in [20] by building a touch gesture appearance model from the GTGF.

The model learns the intra-person variations of the GTGF in the image domain by statistical analysis and

is capable of synthesizing new instances according to a new probe swipe. Furthermore, these methods

are applicable to both single finger swipes and multifinger swipes. Figure 5 shows the GTGF features

extracted from two users in the first and second row, respectively.

Table I compares all of the aforementioned touch dynamics-based continuous authentication methods.

Here, FAR and FRR stand for false accept rate and false reject rate, respectively. As can be seen from this

table, some methods achieve very low EER values on certain datasets. These works have demonstrated
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Fig. 5: The GTGF features corresponding to two different users [19]. First row shows the GTGF features

corresponding to five touch gestures of a single user while the second row shows the GTGF features

extracted from five swipes from a different user.

that touch gestures can be used as a promising behavioral biometric for continuous user authentication

of mobile devices.

TABLE I: Key touch dynamics-based continuous authentication methods. Best results from the corre-

sponding papers are reported.

Study # of Users Classifiers Feature Dimension Performance (%)

Frank et al. [13] 41 SVM, kNN 27 EER: 0.00-4.00

Zhang et al. [16] 50 Sparsity-based classifiers 27 EER: 0.77

Li et al. [14] 75 SVM 10 EER: ∼ 3.0

Feng et al. [17] 40 Random Forest, J48 Tree, Bayes Net 53 FAR: ∼ 7.50 , FRR: ∼8.00

Serwadda et al. [15] 138 10 different classifiers 28 EER: 10.50

Zhao et al. [20] 78 L1 distance 100× 150 image EER: 6.33 - 15.40

B. Face Recognition

Another continuous authentication system that is widely used for continuously monitoring a user’s

identity on a mobile device is based on face recognition. A generic face recognition system consists of

three main stages. In the first stage, faces are detected from the images or videos captured by the front-

facing cameras of smartphones. Then, holistic or local features are extracted from the detected faces.

Finally, these features are passed on to a classifier for authentication. A number of different methods have
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been proposed in the literature for detecting and recognizing faces on mobile devices. In what follows,

we briefly review some of these methods.

In [21], the feasibility of face and eye detection on cell phones was evaluated using the Adaboost

cascade classifiers with Haar-like and local binary pattern (LBP) features [22], [23] as well as a skin

color-based detector. On a Nokia N90 mobile phone that has an ARM9 220 MHz processor and a built-in

memory of 31 MB, their work reported that the Haar+Adaboost method can detect faces in 0.5 seconds

from 320 × 240 images. This approach, however, is not effective when wide variations in pose and

illumination are present or the images contain partial or clipped images. To deal with these issues, a deep

convolutional neural network (DCNN) based method was recently developed in [24] for detecting faces

on mobile platforms. In this method, deep features are first extracted using the first 5 layers of Alexnet

[25]. Different sized sliding windows are considered, to account for faces of different sizes and an SVM

is trained for each window size to detect faces of that particular size. Then, detections from all the SVMs

are pooled together and some candidates are suppressed based on an overlap criteria. Finally, a single

bounding box is output by the detector. It was shown that this detector is quite robust to illumination

change and is able to detect partial or extremely posed faces. A few sample positive detections from the

UMD-AA dataset [26] are shown in Figure 6. The DCNN-based detections are marked in red, while the

ground truth is in yellow. Another part-based method for detecting partial and occluded faces on mobile

devices was developed in [27]. This method is based on detecting facial segments in the given frame and

clustering them to obtain the region that is most likely to be a face.

Fig. 6: Examples of positive detections with pose variations and occlusion on the UMD-AA dataset. The

detector’s output is in red, while ground truth is in yellow [24].
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In terms of face recognition on mobile devices, a method based on one-class SVM was proposed in

[28]. In this approach, faces are detected using the Viola-Jones detector [22]. Histogram equalization

is then applied on the detected images to normalize the effect of illumination. Finally, bi-dimensional

Fourier transform features are extracted from the normalized images and are fed into one-class SVM

for authentication. In additional to developing face and eye detection methods on mobile devices, [21]

also developed a method for face recognition based on LBP features. It was shown that their proposed

continuous face authentication system, including face detection and recognition, can process about 2

frames per second on a Nokia N90 mobile phone with an ARM9 processor with 220 MHz. Average

authentication rates of 82% and 96% for images of size 40× 40 and 80× 80, respectively were reported

in [21]. In [26], several face recognition methods were evaluated on a dataset of 750 videos from

50 users collected over three sessions with different illumination conditions. A face-based continuous

authentication method was recently developed in [12] which uses the gyroscope, accelerometer, and

magnetometer data to correct for camera orientation and the orientation of the face image. In [29], a

sensor-assisted mobile face recognition system was proposed which utilizes motion and light sensors to

defend against media and virtual camera attacks.

Visual attributes are essentially labels that can be given to an image to describe its appearance [30].

A facial attribute-based continuous authentication method was recently proposed in [31]. Figure 7 gives

an overview of this method. Given a face image sensed by the front-facing camera, pre-trained attribute

classifiers are used to extract a 44-dimensional attribute feature. The binary attribute classifiers are trained

using the PubFig dataset [30] and provide compact visual descriptions of faces. The score is determined

by comparing extracted attribute features with the features corresponding to the enrolled user. These score

values are essentially used to continuously authenticate a mobile device user. Furthermore, it was shown

that the attribute-based method can be fused with an LBP-based method such as [21] to obtain improved

matching performance.

Table II summarizes key face-based continuous authentication methods. Here, RR TAR, and AAR

stand for recognition rate, true accept rate, and average authentication rate, respectively.

C. Gait Dynamics

Gait dynamics-based continuous authentication systems identify users based on how they walk. Data

needed for gait-based authentication is often measured by the built-in accelerometer and gyroscope

sensors. Once the raw data is measured, discriminative features are extracted which are then fed into a

classifier to distinguish users. In recent years, a number of different methods have been developed for gait-
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Fig. 7: Overview of the attribute-based authentication method proposed in [31].

TABLE II: Summary of key face-based continuous authentication methods.

Study # of Users Method/Features Performance (%)

Abeni et al. [28] 32 1-class SVM/Fourier transform EER: 3.95-7.92

Hadid et al. [21] 12 Histogram intersection distance/ LBP AAR: 82 - 96

Fathy et al. [26] 50 Nine different classifiers/MEEN RR: ∼ 95

Crouse et al. [12] 10 SVM/Biologically inspired model TAR:∼40-50 @FAR 0.1

Samangouei et al. [31] 50 Attributes EER: 13-30

Perera & Patel [32] 50 Soft biometrics EER: 10.9-24.1

based recognition on mobile devices [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. These methods essentially

differ in the types of features extracted from raw data for classification or the types of classification

methods used for authentication. For instance, methods based on correlation, frequency domain analysis

and data distribution statics are used in [33], while methods based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

are used in [37], [38]. Rather than using gait cycles for extracting features, [36] proposes an application

of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for gait recognition. In particular, a sensor orientation invariant

gait representation, called Gait Dynamic Images (GDIs), was proposed in [40]. Given a 3-D time series

captured by 3-axis accelerometer, its GDI is calculated by the cosine similarity of the motion measurement
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at time t with the time lagged signal of lag l. Figure 8 shows an example of raw 3-axis accelerometer

data and its corresponding GDI. As can be seen from this figure, since GDI is invariant to sensor

orientation, it shows much better consistency before and after sensor rotation. Also, pace independent

gait recognition frameworks have also been proposed in [35] and [39]. In [39], GDIs are used while

in [35] cyclostationarity and continuous wavelet transform spectrogram analysis is used for gait-based

recognition. Table III summarizes key gait dynamics-based continuous authentication methods in terms

of their performances on various datasets. In this table, VR, FNMR and FMR stand for verification rate,

false non match rate and false match rate, respectively.

Fig. 8: Top: Data measurements from a 3-axis accelerometer embedded in a mobile phone carried by a

walking user. Bottom: the corresponding GDI.

TABLE III: Key gait-based continuous authentication methods for mobile devices.

Study # of users Feature Classifier Performance (%)

Mantyjarvi et al. [33] 36 Raw data Correlation Coefficients EER: 7

Thang et al. [37] 11 FFT SVM Accuracy: 92.7

Muaaz et al. [38] 51 Raw data SVM EER: 22.49 - 33.30

Nickel et al. [36] 48 Raw data HMM FNMR 10.42 @ FMR10.29

Zhong et al. [39] 51 GDI Nearest Neighbor EER: 3.88-7.22

Juefei-Xu et al. [35] 36 Wavelets SVM 61.1 - 99.4 VR @ 0.1 FAR

D. Behavior-based Profiling

The behavior profiling techniques verify the user’s identity based on the applications and services they

use. The research into mobile behavior profiling started in late 90’s focusing mainly on developing
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Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to detect telephony service fraud by monitoring user calling and

migration behavior [41], [42], [43]. In these systems, user profiles are created by monitoring user activities

for a period of time and compared against the current activity profiles of the user. If a significant deviation

is observed, a possible intrusion is detected.

Recently, a number of different techniques have been developed in the literature that focus on the use of

such methods for continuous authentication [44], [45], [46]. In these methods, application-level as well as

application-specific features such as cell ID, date, time and number of calling, duration of call, application

time, name and time of application usage are used to continuously monitor the user identity. For instance,

an EER of 5.4%, 2.2% and 13.5% have been reported in [44] for telephony, text messaging and general

application usage, respectively on the MIT Reality dataset [47]. Historical application usage data has

also been utilized to verify mobile users in a continuous manner. [45] developed a technique based on

historical usage data using a combination of a rule-based classifier, a dynamic profiling technique and a

smoothing function. They reported an EER of 9.8%. Recently a behavior profiling method that focuses on

what, where, when, and how the mobile devices were used was developed in [46]. A privacy-preserving

implicit authentication system based on behavior profiling has also been proposed in [48]. In [49] a data

driven approach was proposed for continuous authentication based on incremental training. They argued

that a few weeks of data may not be sufficient for training, but training must be set automatically on a

per use basis.

Furthermore, a behavior profiling method based on application usage, bluetooth sightings and Wi-Fi

access point sightings was recently presented in [50]. Discriminative features from these modalities were

extracted and a categorical nearest-neighbor classifier was used to produce matching scores. They reported

average identification rates of 80%, 77%, 93%, and 85% when using application, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and

the combination of these three types of behavioral features, respectively. Table IV summarizes the results

for all the behavior-based profiling methods discussed above.

E. Other Approaches

Keystroke dynamics is another behavioral biometric that is widely used to continuously authenticate

mobile device users. In keystroke dynamics, users are identified based on their typing patterns. In this

method, two types of features, inter-key time (the time between two successive key presses) and hold time

(the time between pressing and releasing a single key), are commonly used. In particular, [51] proposed

the use of keystroke dynamics based on the way of user typing graphical-based password to classify the

mobile device users. Some of the other keystroke dynamics-based method include [52], [53] and [54].
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TABLE IV: Key behavior profiling-based continuous authentication methods for mobile devices.

Study Behavior Dataset (Users) Classifier Performance (%)

Li et al. [44] Application usage MIT Reality Neural Net EER: 13.5

Li et al. [44] Text message MIT Reality Neural Net EER: 2.2

Li et al. [44] Calls MIT Reality Neural Net EER: 5.4

Li et al. [45] Historical usage data MIT Reality Neural Net EER: 9.8

Neal et al. [50] Application usage, bluetooth & Wi-Fi UND dataset (200) Nearest Neighbor RR: 80-93

Mobile device movement as well as the ambient noise measured by the microphones were used in [55]

to implicitly authenticate mobile device users. Based on the data captured from 9 subjects, they reported

recognition accuracy of 88.3%, 47.8% and 90.1% for movement, audio and combination of these two

features, respectively. Furthermore, [56] studied the feasibility of voice biometric on mobile devices. It

was shown that a mobile user’s identity could be verified by his or her voice with an EER of 7.77 %.

In [57] linguistic profiling was used to authenticate users based on their writing vocabulary and style

of SMS message. Experimental results based on 30 participants showed that linguistic profiling can be

successfully used to authenticate users with low error rates.

Several works have used contextual information to enhance the performance of continuous authenti-

cation. For examples, [58] investigates how the position in which the smartphone is held affects user

authentication. Another context-aware continuous authentication method [59] proposes to use passive as

well as active factors to continuously authenticate the users. They argue that digital sensors combined

with models of people and places can give some information about the user identity. In [60] contextual

application information is used to improve user authentication based on touch gestures.

F. Fusion of Multiple Modalities

Unimodal continuous authentication systems rely on a single source of information such as touch

gestures, faces or behavior profiling for authentication. Unimodal continuous authentication systems have

to deal with some of the following inevitable problems [61]: (1) Noisy data: poor lighting on a user’s

face or occlusion are examples of noisy data. (2) Non-universality: the continuous authentication system

based on a single source of evidence may not be able to capture meaningful data from some users. For

instance, gait-based system may extract incorrect patters of certain users due to leg injury. (c) Intra-class

variations: These types of variations often occur when a user incorrectly interacts with the sensor. (d)
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Spoof attack: using a photograph to gain access to a user’s mobile device is an example of this type of

attack. It has been observed that some of the limitations of unimodal continuous authentication systems

can be addressed by deploying multimodal systems that essentially integrate the evidence presented by

multiple sources of information such as touch gestures and faces. Such systems are less vulnerable to

spoof attacks as it would be difficult for an imposter to simultaneously spoof multiple biometric traits of

a genuine user.

Classification in multimodal systems is done by fusing information from different modalities. The

information fusion can be done at different levels, which can be broadly divided into feature level, score

level and rank/decision level fusion. Several methods have been proposed in the literature that make use

of multiple modalities for continuous authentication. For instance, a feature leave fusion method based on

multitask multivariate low-rank representations was recently proposed in [62] for fusing touch gestures

and faces for continuous authentication. A decision level fusion method was proposed in [63] for fusing

four modalities based on stylometry (text analysis), application usage patterns, web browsing behavior,

and physical location of the device for continuous authentication. The analysis performed on a dataset

of 200 Android mobile device users whose data were collected for a period of at least 30 days showed

that their method can achieve an EER of 0.05 using 1 minute window and an EER below 0.01 using the

30 minute window. Similarly in [64], a SenGuard system was proposed in which multiple modalities are

fused at decision level for continuous authentication. Data from accelerometer, touch screen, microphone

as well as location history are used to continuously monitor the user identity on a mobile device. In their

approach, they rely on the Jigsaw continuous sensing engine [65] to process the motion and voice data.

Furthermore, their touch-based method can handle single as well as multi-touch gestures.

A bi-modal continuous authentication method based on face and speaker recognition was proposed

in [66]. Their face detection and recognition approach is based on LBPs [23]. For speaker recognition,

voice activity detection is first performed using a Hungarian downscaled phoneme recognizer which is

essentially the cascade of 3 neural networks. After voice activity detection, all valid frames are passed to

the speaker authentication component which uses an i-vector extractor to obtain features which are then

modeled using probabilistic linear discriminant analysis. Finally, similarity scores for face authentication

and the log- likelihood scores for speaker authentication are normalized to produce probabilities and

fused by taking the product of the two resulting scores.

Recently, a set of behavioral features called Hand Movement, Orientation, and Grasp (HMOG) were

proposed in [67] to continuously authenticate smartphone users. HMOG is essentially based on the

accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer readings and captures subtle hand micro-movements and
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orientation patterns generated when a user taps on the screen. A set of 96 HMOG features was proposed

and evaluated on a dataset consisting of 100 users’ typing data. It was shown that one can achieve

authentication EERs as low as 7.16% (walking) and 10.05% (sitting) when the HMOG features are

combined with tap and keystroke features using a score level fusion framework [67]. Table V summarizes

the key multimodal fusion methods for continuous authentication in terms of their performances on various

datasets. In this table, HTER stands for half total error rate.

In [68] three different text-based biometric modalities - linguistic profiling, behavioral profiling and

keystroke dynamics were fused using a score level fusion method for continuous authentication. Since

there is no multimodal dataset which consists of these three text-based biometric modalities for the

same individual, these modalities were combined from different datasets to create a virtual dataset of 30

users. Based on this dataset, they reported an average EER of 3.3% when linguistic profiling, behavioral

profiling and keystroke dynamics are fused.

TABLE V: Key multimodal fusion-based continuous authentication methods for mobile devices.

Study Modalities # of Users Fusion Method Performance (%)

Zhang et al. [62] Face, touch gestures 50 Feature level RR: 83.75

Fridman et al. [63] Stylometry, Application Usage,

Web Browsing, GPS Location

200 Decision level EER: 5 (1 min), 1 (30 min)

Shi et al. [64] Accelerometer, touch screen,

microphone, location history

7 Decision level EER: -

McCool et al. [66] Face, voice 152 Score level HTER: 11.9 (male), 13.3 (female)

Sitova et al. [67] HMOG, tap, keystroke 100 Score level EER: 7.16 (walking), 10.05 (sitting)

Saevanee et al. [68] Linguistic profiling, behavioral

profiling & keystroke dynamics

30 Score level EER: 3.3 (weighting) - 4.4 (sum)

G. Summary of Continuous Authentication Approaches

As discussed above, several physiological and behavioral biometrics-based techniques have direct

application within a continuous authentication framework. Several research studies have specifically

focused on the applicability of these biometrics modalities for nonintrusive authentication. It is seen

that physiological biometrics such as face can provide higher authentication accuracy than behavioral

biometrics such as gait or touch gestures. Further, as behavioral biometric characteristics tend to change
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over time and under various environmental conditions, one has to constantly update the templates in

order to maintain the performance of these techniques. The tradeoff among computation, processing

speed, and accuracy has to be considered when using these modalities for transparent authentication.

For example, face-based continuous authentication system requires one to detect, align and recognize

faces from the images or videos collected from the front-facing camera. Each of these sub-algorithms

can be very time consuming making the overall matching algorithm computationally demanding and not

real-time. In contrast, touch gesture-based methods often do not require detection or segmentation of

data. Hence, they could be more efficient in terms of processing speed. It can be concluded that there is

not a single biometric modality that is ideally suited for all scenarios. However, a significant amount of

prior research has shown that continuous authentication methods based on multiple biometric traits are

often superior than unimodal continuous authentication systems.

III. USABILITY AND SECURITY ISSUES

The usability of transparent continuous authentication systems on mobile devices has become a major

issue in research [5], [69], [70]. A balance needs to be made between security and usability of a biometrics-

based continuous authentication system. The design of usable yet secure continuous user authentication

systems raises crucial questions concerning how to solve conflicts between mobile security and usability.

For instance, in the continuous authentication context, false rejection is less costly than a false acceptance.

This is due to the fact that higher false acceptance rates will lower the security level of the continuous

authentication system, while a higher false rejection rate will frustrate a legitimate user, which is less

dangerous than a lower security level. It was argued in [71] that to be able to build reliable, effective and

usable systems, one needs specific guidelines that take into account the specific constraints of security

mechanisms. Furthermore, security systems should be built so as to be easy to learn and use by users

with different backgrounds and skills. It was also argued that human factors should be incorporated

into the development of continuous authentication systems where usability is central during the whole

development process.

Several works have discussed the issue of usability of continuous authentication systems. For in-

stance, in [69] a prototype was developed using keystroke, voice and face biometrics for continuous

authentication. Their prototype was evaluated using 27 participants and they reported that 92% of

the participants considered it more secure in comparison to the traditional methods of authentication.

Similarly, [70] conducted an in-lab study of security perception of implicit authentication with 30 users

based on behavioral biometrics. In their study, they asked users to complete a series of tasks on a
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smartphone that was ostensibly protected with varying degrees of transparent authentication. They then

surveyed the participants regarding their opinion about transparent authentication. They found that 73%

of participants felt that implicit authentication based on behavioral biometrics was more secure than

traditional methods such as PINs and passwords and 90% indicated that they would consider using a

transparent authentication method on their own mobile device. More recently, a two-part study consisting

of a controlled lab experiment and a field study was conducted in [5] on implicit authentication usability

and security perceptions with 37 participants. Their study indicated that 91% of participants found implicit

authentication to be convenient and 81% perceived the provided level of protection to be satisfactory.

Furthermore, they found that false accepts and detection delay were prime security concerns for 27% and

22% of the participants, respectively. Also, 35% of the participants were annoyed by false rejects. These

studies show that users are willing to consider trying mobile transparent and continuous authentication

methods based on biometrics as they see a need for alternatives to secret knowledge techniques such as

passwords and PINs.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This article presented an overview of recent advances in mobile-based continuous authentication

methods which included behavioral, physiological and multimodal biometrics-based fusion methods. We

hope that the survey has helped to guide an interested reader among the extensive literature to some

degree, but obviously it cannot cover all the literature on continuous authentication, and we have chosen

a representative subset of the latest progress made in biometrics and security community to focus on.

Continuous authentication on mobile devices promises to be an active area of research especially as more

and more sensors are being added to the smartphone device and computation power of mobile devices

has increased tremendously. There are, however, several challenges to be overcome before successfully

designing a biometric-based continuous authentication system. Below we list a few.

1) The biometric data at enrollment time may have different characteristics than one presented during

authentication. For example in the case of face biometric, the enrolled faces are usually frontal

and well illuminated. However, during authentication one has to process faces that may have very

poor illumination, severe pose variations, or missing facial parts. This problem where the training

(enrolled) data used to learn a recognition or authentication model has different distribution from

the data on which the model is applied is often known as domain adaptation [72]. One such

method based on faces and touch gestures for continuous authentication using domain adaptation

was recently proposed in [73]. Domain adaptation and transfer learning techniques can be used to
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deal with the changing distribution problem in continuous authentication. More domain adaptive

methods for mobile-based continuous authentication are needed.

2) As more and more continuous authentication systems are becoming available, businesses have

started to integrate these technologies into their products. Often continuous authentication technolo-

gies are outsourced to companies that provide authentication as a service and identity assurance as

a service because deploying and maintaining these technologies requires specialized expertise and

infrastructure. This raises privacy concerns because biometric information is disclosed to a third

party. In order to deal with this issue, methods for securely outsourcing continuous authentication

systems are needed [74].

3) Some of the behavioral biometrics-based continuous authentication methods discussed in this paper

are based on very simple features. For instance, most touch gesture-based methods make use of

very simple features based on the x, y coordinates and time information. However, they usually do

not make use of the dynamics present in the touch gestures. We feel that incorporating geometry as

well as dynamics of touch gestures into a feature extraction algorithm can significantly enhance the

performance of a touch gesture-based continuous authentication system. Selection of appropriate

features is another important problem to be addressed in continuous authentication.

4) Some of the physiological as well as behavioral biometrics-based continuous authentication methods

are vulnerable to spoof, mimic, statistic or digital replay attacks [75], [76]. For example, one can

spoof speaker authentication systems by using voice morphing techniques. Some efforts have been

made in the literature to address these issues for continuous authentication. However, more is

needed. For instance, in the case of face biometric, making use of additional sensors for liveness

detection would counter the problem of spoof attacks.

5) A number of continuous authentication methods have been proposed in the literature that evaluate

the performance of their proposed method on a variety of different datasets using different perfor-

mance measures. However, there is no clear standard for evaluating the performance of different

methods in the literature. Guidelines on an acceptable benchmark are needed.

6) As discussed in the previous section, most continuous authentication methods ignore the usability

and acceptability issues. Even though a few recent works have attempted to address these issues,

more is needed.

7) Unlike credit cards and passwords, which can be revoked and reissued when compromised, bio-

metrics are permanently associated with a user and cannot be replaced. In order to prevent the

theft of biometric patterns of mobile device users, biometric template protection schemes such as
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cancelable biometrics [77] should be incorporated within the continuous authentication framework.

8) Most mobile-based continuous authentication techniques discussed in this paper have been evaluated

on small and midsize datasets consisting of hundreds of samples. However, in order to really see

the significance and impact of various continuous authentication schemes in terms of usability and

security, they need to be evaluated on large-scale datasets containing thousands and millions of

samples.
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